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In follow-up of the overview of the different options regarding the “Reference &
Strike Price” issue, you will find here below the concrete comments of FEBEG on the
matrix options. These comments complete the FEBEG answer of 21.06.2019 on its
preferences on the proposed options.

Lack of quantitative assessment
•

FEBEG made considerable efforts to provide quantitative indications
supported by objective analysis and evidence, and regrets this has not been
done (or not sufficiently) for any of the other options. Therefore, without
quantified levels beyond illustrative purposes or simple, stable and factbased methodologies to derive them, no informed choice for these options
can be made.

General comments on the matrix
•

•

Mix in the evaluation of the strike price and exemption: Strike price and
exemption ratio separate discussions:
o

(1) simplicity and option 2: no payback obligation exemption makes
that part rather easy, the multiple strike prices make the option rather
complex.

o

(2): option 1 and RO principle: no payback obligation exemption
violates this principle as there is no correction for FWD hedged
volumes. Single strike price respects this principle as long as it is not
set too high.

Contentious interpretation of categories:
o

Technology neutrality can be about (i) ensuring that all technologies
can participate (FEBEG is of the opinion that all options allow this) and
(ii) there is no discrimination between technologies that can
participate.

o

Also the limitation of overall cost of CRM / avoid windfall profits is
subject to similar divergent interpretations. => position not
sufficiently reflected in the matrix.

•

•

Link with market functioning: two elements will aggravate the impact,
irrespective of the choice of option.
o

(1) the lower the strike price, the higher the impact on the energy
market.

o

(2) more strike prices increase the impact on the energy market
functioning.

Link with market functioning: differences of impacts of some options:
o

If approx. 70-85% of capacity is sold on the forward, there will be a
significant difference in impact if the exemption is 0% (option 1/2) or
the exemption is 70%.
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